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Abstract

At Brookhaven National Laboratory, an Electron Beam Ion Source (EBIS) is operational and

has produced charge states such as N +, Ar +, and Xe + using neutral gas injection. Ions such as

Na7+ and Tl41+ have been produced using external ion injection. The BNL EBIS effort is directed

at reaching intensities of interest to RHIC, approximately 3xl09 particles/pulse which will require

EBIS electron beams on the order of 10A. Pulsed electron beams up to 1.14A have been produced

using a 3 mm LaB6 cathode. Ion yields corresponding to 50% of the maximum trap capacity for

electron beams up to 0.5 A have been obtained. The goal for the TestEBIS is to produce a uranium

ion charge state distribution peaked at u + with 50% of the trap capacity for a 1A electron beam.
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Introduction

At Brookhaven National Laboratory, we are considering an EBIS as the first stage of a

preinjector to the Relativistic heavy-ion collider, now under construction. As discussed in previous

articles, [1,2] a high charge state heavy ion source that would satisfy the RHIC requirements still

does not exist, but may be developed by scaling up of a device now available. An EBIS appears to

be a very good candidate because it operates well as a pulsed device and can be well matched to a

synchrotron with respect to pulse length.

Starting with an estimate of 3x109 Au35+ ions per pulse of source output necessary to yield

lxlO9 ions per bunch in the 57 RHIC bunches, Prelec et. al.[3] have worked out the main operating

parameters of the source, based on the experience of existing EBISs. These parameters are

summarized in Table I The 10A electron beam current is much higher than existing EBISs produce

(0.5A). However, the requirement on the ion charge state is modest, thus allowing a relaxation of

the electron beam energy and current density. Although we do not expect to operate the TestEBIS

with a 10A electron beam, we believe that it is a useful device for addressing many important issues

such as electron beam neutralization at moderate electron beam currents.

TestEBIS Research and Development Program

We were fortunate to have received on long term loan from Sandia National Laboratory

major parts of a near state-of-the-art EBIS. [4] Additional necessary components (stand, electron

gun, two sources for ion injection, time-of-flight spectrometer, control system) were fabricated, and

the source is operational at BNL and will be referred to as the TestEBIS. We have operated the

TestEBIS with gas injection and external ion injection, and produced nitrogen (peaked at N7+), argon
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(peaked at Ar14*), sodium (peaked at Na7+), thallium (peaked at Tl41+), and xenon (peaked at Xe26+).

Some of the specific goals for fiscal year 1997 on this EBIS were to use a 3 mm diameter LaB6

cathode to produce a 1A electron beam, and to obtain ion yields of at least 50% of the theoretical trap

capacity (full neutralization of the electron beam space charge) at up to a 1A electron beam. Other

goals are to study ion injection with heavy ions including uranium, and to develop and improve the

control system and beam diagnostics. We have met or made significant progress towards all these

goals.

The projected design parameters of a RHIC EBIS injector are based on the possibility of

compensating the electron beam with ion charge to 50% neutralization and also producing a narrow

charge state distribution with at least 20% of the charge in the desired charge state. In past runs it

has been demonstrated that the EBIS is capable of producing the charge states of interest in narrow

charge state distributions [1]. The main challenge is to maintain neutralizations of 50% or greater

while raising the electron beam current to sufficient levels, in our case 10 A. In recent runs we have

produced neutralizations above 50% for electron beams up to 0.5A. This was demonstrated for

various ions including residual helium, and nitrogen and xenon injected via a neutral gas injection

system, as shown in Fig. 1. The focus of these particular experiments was to demonstrate high

electron neutralization, and in general the confinement times were short and the charge states were

low. We are now studying the loss of ion charge with increasing confinement time. For some of the

nitrogen trials the source operated very ideally, and both high charge state and high neutralization

(above 50%) were achieved. A xenon charge state spectrum centered about 26+ and with

neutralization at 41% is shown in Fig. 2.
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Adjustable transverse magnetic fields (~10 Gauss) in the gun and collector regions of the

unshielded main solenoid were installed [5]. In addition we developed the capability to produce

pulsed electron beams, allowing us to operate at very low duty factors. These modifications were

significant in reducing average electron beam loss during the optimization process so that we were

able to increase the propagated electron beam to 1.14 A, see fig 3. Electron beam pulses generated

with the present analog link have rise times greater than 2ms with minimum pulse widths ~10ms. A

new link has been developed which allows rise times ~100us and pulse widths ranging from < lms to

d.c. Thus very low duty factor electron beam pulses at high repetition frequency (>10Hz) can be

produced, which will greatly aid the tuning process as we move towards multi-ampere electron

beams. In addition, ion injection and extraction from electron beams with time dependent amplitudes

will be the subject of study.

Possible sources of instabilities will be investigated to see whether they might develop in an

EBIS as the electron beam current is increased above the levels presently achieved in similar devices.

In particular, a spectrum analyzer will be used to aid in the quiet, low loss electron beam propagation

which has been shown to result in improved extracted ion intensities from EBIS.[6] Two rf pickups

have been introduced within the ion trap region. Only limited observations have been made using a

simple wide-band coaxial probe with a straight wire pickup, and the second, a quadrupolar pickup

configured adjacent drift tubes, split along the beam direction, has not yet been monitored.

The gas injection system has been modified to allow the efficient introduction of gases such

as xenon, which are condensible at temperatures higher than previously allowed by the system.

Briefly, a gas cell was created over a 20 cm region and was isolated from the 4K surrounding
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structure. The cell can be heated to greater than 100 K using metal film resistors, and the

temperature is monitored using Lakeshore TG-120 diodes. The use of a relatively long, low-pressure

gas cell instead of a radial gas jet seems to provide superior gas injection at lower feed rates. This

is important for avoiding long term contamination of the EBIS and subsequent degradation of

performance. Gas injection times ~lms have been obtained compared with ~50ms with the previous

system. It is important that the injection period is relatively short compared with the 100ms

maximum EBIS cycle time in order to produce narrow charge state distributions.

Progress has been made both in control and monitoring, which has resulted in greatly

improved operation of the EBIS. An EBIS voltage and timing controller has been developed to apply

the time dependent potential distribution to the ion trap. The controller also coordinates the

application of all time dependent voltages and timing references associated with the ion source, with

a time resolution of 1 us. The controller is operated through a graphical interface built using Labview

and Labwindows programs. At present the controller hardware allows a distribution with -1000

steps; however, to simplify the user interface, the software limits the distribution to five steps or EBIS

subcycles. Some versatility has been regained by including a software generated ramp between steps.

This allows tailoring the rise times of the potentials applied to the trap electrodes and also allows

gradual changes in the electron beam amplitude.

Work continues towards obtaining 50% neutralization for electron beams up to 1 A. One of

the main goals on the TestEBIS is to produce U45+ with a 1A electron beam and neutralization of

50%. We are making preparations for injecting uranium from an external ion source. The first

studies of ion injection have been made using a thermionic emitter. Highly charged sodium and

thallium ions have been produced by the TestEBIS using external ion injection from the zeolite
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source. The source produces -10//A beams of Na+ in a DC mode of operation, with emitter lifetimes

-100 hours. (For thallium the beam current measured a Faraday cup close to the TestEBIS exit is

~luA). The emitter lifetime is extended by operating in a pulsed extraction mode, producing beams

only during the EBIS injection period. To be able to quickly optimize both the EBIS injection and

extraction efficiencies, it is convenient to operate with a repetition rate of 5 Hz or more. For our

relatively weak injector beams we have had the most success with slow injection of ions over a

potential barrier. The seed ions are allowed to accumulate in the TestEBIS during an injection period

of 10-100ms. For thallium, we have also achieved fast injection, in which ions are allowed to enter

the trap by lowering a potential barrier for <0.5ms. (In the most recent studies we have concentrated

on gaseous injection of nitrogen and xenon, because the beams produced by our external source do

not appear to be intense enough to produce high neutralization (>50%) of the electron beam in short

times ).

During external ion injection, total current measurement of the extracted highly charged ions

near the EBIS exit has been hampered by lack of a suitable diagnostic, since the introduction of an

opaque Faraday cup would block the injected ion beam. Recently, a harp-type beam profile monitor

and a suppressed, retractable Faraday cup were introduced between the EBIS exit and the existing

reflex time of flight (TOF) spectrometer used to analyze the EBIS highly charged ions. The harp has

a 28mm aperture, two closely spaced planes of vertical and horizontal wires with lmm spacing, and

a 97.5% transparency. The injector and EBIS beam profiles and total currents can thereby be

monitored without interrupting the injection processes. Figures 4 and 5 show transverse beam

profiles for ion beams from the TestEBIS and ion injector, respectively. In the oscillograms, the

central peak represents the sum of the currents collected on the harp electrodes and is proportional
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to the total instantaneous current. The signals recorded on either side of the sum peak represent the

horizontal and vertical beam profiles. In these two exampes, the extracted EBIS ion beam diameter

was about 2mm, whereas the injected ion beam diameter was about 6mm at the plane of the harp.

Recently, we have obtained a low energy vacuum arc ion source (LEVA) [7] from Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory. We have obtained a special high voltage, high current trigger supply

designed especially for the source from Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna. [8] The LEVA

produces a higher current than the microMEWA [9] and is optimized to produce low energy beams

well suited for the injection into the TestEBIS. We expect that LEVA and new trigger circuit will

provide the intensity and pulse to pulse stability necessary for strong injection into multi-ampere

electron beams.

The TestEBIS has enabled us to make steady progress towards the development of a

preinjector for RHIC. We may be able to continue to use the TestEBIS for experiment with electron

beams up to 3 A. However, the cold bore of the superconducting solenoid makes outgassing at high

currents a significant problem and the turn around times associated with modifications is also very

slow. Furthermore, the high helium consumption results in infrequent TestEBIS runs due to both

availability and cost of helium. We are therefore expecting to move much of the research to a new

facility under design, the Electron Beam Test Stand (EBTS), discussed elsewhere in these

proceedings. [10]
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Table Captions

Table 1 Parameters for an EBIS meeting RHIC Requirements.

Figure Captions

Figure 1 Neutralization vs. electron beam current, taken under various conditions.

Figure 2 Unresolved xenon time-of-flight spectrum with peak centered about Xe26+

Figure 3 1.14A, 15ms pulsed electron beam collected at the electron collector (upper trace)

and corresponding 8mA electron loss current measured on the electron gun anode.

Figure 4 Transverse beam profiles of extracted EBIS ion beam from residual gas.

Figure 5 Transverse beam profiles of a thallium ion beam from an auxiliary source used to
inject low charged ions into the EBIS.



Electron beam current

Electron beam Voltage

Length

Trap capacity

Yield, positive charges

Yield, Au , design value

Yield, U45"1", design value

10A

20kV

1.5m

1.1 xlO12 charges

5.25 xlO11

3 x 109 ions/pulse

2 x 109 ion/pulse

Table I
Parameters for an EBIS meeting RHIC requirements.

Table 1, Beebe, Rev. Sci. Instrum.
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Xe TOF Spectrum
vert: arb. units
horz: 0.5us/div

Figure 2, Beebe, Rev. Sci. Instrum.
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Figure 5, Beebe, Rev. Sci. Instrum.


